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user guide university of rochester - openni user guide page 6 concepts modules the openni framework is an abstract
layer that provides the interface for both physical devices and middleware components the api enables multiple components
to be registered in the openni framework these components are referred to as modules and are used to produce and
process the sensory data, openni openni userguide pdf at master github com - openni contribute to openni openni
development by creating an account on github, openni programmer s guide openni - openni programmer s guide
overview purpose the openni 2 0 api provides access to primesense compatible depth sensors it allows an application to
initialize a sensor and receive depth rgb and ir video streams from the device it provides a single unified interface to sensors
and oni recordings created with depth sensors, structure sensor openni2 quick start guide - structure sensor openni2
quick start guide the structure sensor is compatible with openni2 but may require changes depending on your operating
system changes required on mac os x no changes are required on mac os x the structure sensor will work without changing
your openni2 setup, user manual for terabee 3dcam 80x60 - the openni sdk comes with a visualization tool n i v i e w e r
this tool is a generic data visualizer of openni compatible devices including depth rgb and ir cameras hence some of the
functionality features might not be supported for the terabee 3dcam 80x60, kinect openni nite osceleton max msp jitter
on windows - kinect openni nite osceleton max msp jitter on windows this is a short tutorial explaining how to get your xbox
kinect working with cycling 74 max on a windows machine along with the installation instructions i will give some simplified
explanations of how the various hardware and software layers interact, the opencv user guide - the opencv user guide
release 2 4 13 7 scalar intensity img at uchar y x intensity val 0 contains a value from 0 to 255 note the ordering of xand y
since in opencv images are represented by the same structure as matrices we use the same convention for both cases the
0 based row index, openni 2 downloads and documentation structure sensor - openni documentation we have pdfs
available of the openni programmer s guide the openni migration guide openni 1 to openni 2 and how to use structure
sensor with openni 2 there s also a zip download of automatically generated documentation, openfoam user guide version
6 sourceforge net - openfoam solves the case in 3 dimensions by default but can be instructed to solve in 2 dimensions by
specifying a special empty boundary condition on boundaries normal to the 3rd dimension for which no solution is required
the cavity domain consists of a square of side length d 0 1 m in the x y plane, user guide h10032 www1 hp com - to open
the on screen keyboard touch the text field at the top of the screen type one or more keywords and then tap the magnifying
glass icon 2 to use voice search touch the microphone icon at the top of the screen and then speak one or more keywords,
kinect chapters 1 2 kinect imaging prince of songkla - an important reason for using openni is its support for middleware
the nite library understands different hand movements as gesture types based on how hand points change over time nite
gestures include pushing swiping holding steady i e no hand movement waving and hand circling, kinect and openni
opencv 2 4 13 7 documentation - if one or both products were installed to the other folders the user should change
corresponding cmake variables openni lib dir openni include dir or and openni prime sensor module bin dir configure opencv
with openni support by setting with openni flag in cmake if openni is found in install folders opencv will be built with openni
library see a status openni in cmake log whereas, honeywell thermostat manual pdf - honeywell thermostats aq1000tn2
user s manual pdf honeywell ac 140 7 user s manual pdf honeywell rth230b installation and user manual pdf honeywell
rth9580 wi fi user manual pdf honeywell focuspro 6000 user manual pdf honeywell pro 3000 series installation manual
honeywell vista 20p programming manual pdf honeywell voyager
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